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Load Shifting & Backup Systems 
 
By introducing eutectic products into a cold store, it is 
possible to capture excess refrigeration capacity during 
off-peak periods and take advantage of the cool ambient 
temperature of night. This stored coolth can then be   
accessed during peak conditions, this is known as   
‘load-shifting’ or ‘peak shaving’. 
 
Eutectic plates are filled with phase change material 
(PCM), these materials allow heat & coolth to be stored 
and released at a predefined temperature. Eutectic  
thermal energy storage (TES) can either be installed as 
part of the cold store fabric, such as hanging TubeICE 
from ceilings or alternatively FlatICE plates can be     
incorporated as part of the shelving unit.  
 
Although it is possible to overcool the stored products to 
create small load-shift, by utilising the latent heat         
capacity of eutectic TES, the thermal energy storage  
capacity of a given space can increase by as much as 
10~15 times. This offers a means for cooling or      
maintaining a temperature without the use of direct    
mechanical cooling. This static system allows for there 
to be a full standby capability ready at all times, even in 
the event of power outages or mechanical failures.     
Because there isn’t any moving parts, eutectic TES is           
effectively maintenance free and once installed it simply 
becomes part of the building. 
 

What are TubeICE? 
  

TubeICE™ are custom-made 1000mm long containers  which 
are filled with our PlusICE phase change material (PCM)     
solutions which have an operational range between -40°C      
(-40°F) and 32°C (90°F). 
  
A fully filled TubeICE weighs between 2~3kg (4.4~6.6lbs)    
depending on the type of PCM. They can be suspended from 
the ceilings or walls easily using standing 50mm (2”) pipe 
brackets where they absorb rising heat from the space below. 
  
Using a conventional bracket system, it is possible to hang up 
to 12 TubeICE per m

2
 which would weigh approximately 40kg. 

In return, TubeICE can provide between 1.7~2.2 kWh/m
2
 

(0.046~0.057TR-h/ft
2
) of thermal energy storage. 

 
Although TubeICE containers are manufactured in 50mm (2”) 
diameter by 1000mm (~40”) lengths, any other size or shape 
containers can be manufactured to suit the site requirements. 
Please consult our technical team for any special and          
custom-made applications. 
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Energy Savings 
 

By running the refrigeration machinery over night during cooler ambient temperatures, it is possible to 
reduced electricity consumption by as much as 15~25%. Reductions in actual kWh electricity               
consumption coupled with the potential for cheap off-peak electricity tariffs mean that the real operational 
cost for a cold store could be reduced by as much as 30~50% depending on the local  climatic and     
economic conditions. 
 

Quick Response Standby Capacity 
 

The large reserve of latent heat storage  provides a quick response in large and sharp loads. In the event 
of a powercut, eutectic TES can provide instantaneous backup cooling which help prevent goods from 
spoiling. 
 

Lower Machinery Maintenance Costs 
 

By introducing eutectic TES to a cold store, machinery can run continuously for longer periods of time. By 
running without needless start/stop operation there is reduced component wear which translates to      
further savings and more reliable operation. 
  

Reduced Machinery 
 

For new build applications, by shifting some of the peak load designers can reduced the size of the main 
refrigeration equipment. This can result in reduced capital costs as well as smaller operational costs. 
 

Increased Capacity 
 

For retrofit applications, the additional TES load can increase the 
output of a cooling system without the need of additional equipment. 
 

Green Solution 
 

Reduced machinery sizes and lower energy consumption results in 
a significant reduction in both direct and indirect CO2 emissions. 
 

Flexible System 
 

The overall machinery capacity and TES capacity can be exactly 
matched to suit system loads. 
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